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Bob Sheldon: This is June 20, 2011.  We’re here at NPS for an oral history of 
Kirk Michealson.  First of all, give me your parents’ names.   
 
Kirk Michealson: My mother was Mary Lou Baskovich.  She passed away in late 
2008.  My dad was Bob Michealson, and he passed away when I 
was three.  My mom remarried when I was in high school, and my 
stepdad was John Baskovich (he passed away in 1996). 
 
Bob Sheldon: Tell us about your parents and how they influenced you.   
 
Kirk Michealson: My father died when I was three.  It was just my mom and me for 
several years before she remarried. She didn't have a lot growing 
up.  As a result, she learned the value of respect, trust, and 
integrity, and applied it every day in her personal life.  She also 
didn’t get beyond the first year of college, so she kept me on my 
studies growing up so I could potentially go farther, even though I 
didn't want to study at all.  I wouldn't say it was a strict, 
overbearing household, but it was enough where she indirectly 
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taught me some important values of life.  She was a big influence 
on me and I believe I am the way I am today because of her.   
When my mom married my stepdad, I did not understand what it’s 
like to have a dad, so I thought he was like an older brother.  Since 
I was in high school, he really became my mentor.  He could 
observe and teach – helping me out, showing me which direction 
to go.  I believe my teaching and mentoring skills come from my 
stepdad.   
 
 They were both just quality people, well-loved in our small town 
of less than 4,000.  My stepdad was one of four aldermen, and my 
mom was the person who cashed the check at the local grocery 
store, so she knew everybody in town.   
 
Bill Dunn: Where was this? 
 
Kirk Michealson: Plano, Illinois, about 60 miles southwest of Chicago.  If you’ve got 
a plastic tackle box, Plano is the world’s largest manufacturer of 
plastic tackle boxes.   
 
Because it was my mom and me for so long, I probably knew my 
parents’ friends as well as my own friends.  I was invited to their 
parties, especially after I came home on leave periods from the 
United States Naval Academy (USNA).  Everyone wanted to know 
how the first person from their hometown to go to a service 
academy was doing.  As a result, I had an extended set of aunts and 
uncles, semi-parents, etc.  It was a small town; we didn't even lock 
our doors.  We didn't have to worry about that. 
 
Bob Sheldon: And your mom was an athlete.  I met her at your retirement. 
 
Kirk Michealson: Yes.  She started college as a PE [Physical Education] major at 
Northern Illinois University in DeKalb, IL and made the softball 
team.  In 1948, the whole softball team went to Wrigley Field in 
Chicago to try out for the All American Girls Professional Baseball 
League.  She was the only one drafted from her team.  She played 
left field.  She started with the Grand Rapids Chicks in Michigan, 
and then was traded to the Peoria Redwings.  She met my dad, got 
married, and decided to leave the league.   
 
After my dad died and I was playing peewee and little league, I 
never liked to play catch with her.  She threw the ball too darn 
hard.  She had that arm throwing from the outfield into home plate.   
 
After she left the league, she started bowling with my dad until she 
had to have back surgery.  Then she took up golf.  She still holds 
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the course record in Plano for 9 holes.  She also has about three or 
four other course records in the immediate area.  She was not quite 
a scratch golfer, but very close.   
 
 Going back to your first question, Bob, about how my parents 
influenced me, I would say my mother passed on her competitive 
spirit from being an athlete.  Even though I wasn’t as good an 
athlete as she was, I was always very interested in sports.  She 
always followed the Chicago teams.  She was a die-hard Cubs fan, 
and when she married my stepdad, he was a die-hard White Sox 
fan.  This resulted in a civil war in the house at times, at least for 
control of the TV during baseball season.  As a result, she 
influenced me to be competitive and to be able to be a team player 
in sports.   
 
Bill Dunn: Did you go to elementary, junior high, and high school in Plano? 
 
Kirk Michealson: Yes.  Elementary school was three blocks away, junior high was 
one block away, and high school was a block and a half away.  All 
of my schools were on my side of town.  My graduating class was 
around 95.  I did meet some new people when I entered junior high 
school, because we had two elementary schools.  However, we 
only had one junior high and one high school.  There weren’t many 
transients like we have in a lot of the cities I’ve lived in with my 
Navy career.  Growing up it was pretty much 90-95 percent the 
same people and many of my high school classmates are still back 
home in the immediate area of Plano. 
 
Bill Dunn: Were math and science important to you in high school? 
 
Kirk Michealson: Yes.  As a matter of fact, I was one of three in my high school 
class that doubled up and took geometry and algebra 2 in my 
sophomore year.  After algebra 2, there were no additional math 
classes for me in my junior year.  However, in my senior year, my 
high school finally added some higher level math classes and I 
took calculus.  Also, I was just one of a few people in my class that 
took all four years of science – general science, biology, chemistry, 
and physics.   
 
Besides sports, I was very competitive academic-wise, especially 
with the annual science fair – I wanted 1st place!  I actually won 1st 
place three of four years (biology, chemistry and physics) and 
finished 3
rd
 for general science.  I was also the math representative 
for our senior academic bowl, but it was scheduled the same day as 
our high school wrestling sectionals tournament.  I went to the 




My high school started electives for English my junior year.  I 
knew I had a problem grammar-wise, so I took some related 
English electives to help me out.  But math and science were 
always my favorite.   
 
Bill Dunn:  How did you choose the USNA? 
 
Kirk Michealson: Until my mom remarried, it was just the two of us for about 10 
years.  We had no money for vacations, actually not much money 
for most everything.  This was the time the Navy had the “Join the 
Navy, see the world” commercials.  I became very interested in the 
Navy.  View-Masters were also big when I was growing up – you 
put the little slide show disk in the View-Master and clicked the 
lever to advance the slides.  I was ready to buy another slide disk, 
when I found one on the USNA.  One of the pictures was 
Michelson Hall.  Since it was a similar last name to mine, I 
decided to research the USNA.  After that, I realized I wanted to 
attend there.  I actually applied my freshman year and was 
informed that I had to wait until my senior year.  That was the only 
Academy I was interested in, but I did try Air Force and Navy 
Reserve Officers Training Command (ROTC).  I was accepted to 
both ROTC programs, but I was really more interested in the 
USNA. 
 
Bill Young: Since you were born in Illinois, did you ever consider just going to 
the University of Illinois or the University of Chicago?  In other 
words, why the Navy route?  Were there other Navy people in your 
family? 
 
Kirk Michealson: My biological father was a bombardier navigator in the Army Air 
Force during World War II.  My stepdad was drafted into the 
Army but got pulled into the Navy to be a warrant officer working 
on the PT (patrol torpedo) boats in the South Pacific also during 
World War II.  My stepdad enjoyed the Navy so much he wanted 
to stay, but that was not an option.  He had to revert to enlisted 
Army, and then he decided to get out.  Even though my stepdad 
was prior Navy, he wasn’t in our lives yet when I started getting 
interested in the Academy.   
 
 When I graduated from high school, I wanted to leave the state.  
My mom and I didn't do a lot of travelling.  I did apply to one state 
school (University of Illinois) because I was an Illinois state 
scholar.  As a high school student, we went there to watch the state 
high school wrestling tournaments.  I liked the campus.  
Additionally, I actually took my Air Force ROTC scholarship 
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testing at the University of Illinois at Chicago Circle, so I was on 
that campus once, but it didn’t interest me.  My neighbor went to 
Northwestern, but I was not interested about going there either.  It 
was because of not travelling and seeing the commercials, “Join 
the Navy, see the world,” that I wanted to get out of the state, and 
then the USNA with the View-Master came into play.   
 
 I struggled my freshman year at the USNA, because I believe that 
at that time my high school was a little behind with their quality of 
academics.  I was below 2.0 out of 4.0 my first two semesters 
there.  I had Ds in English and History, but I had Bs in math and 
computers.  As a result, I decided to select math as my major.  
Before I actually selected my major, one of the sophomores in my 
company (at the USNA, companies are not quite fraternities but we 
were together all four years) contacted me and asked, “Kirk, have 
you thought about operations analysis (OA)?” I asked, “What’s 
OA?”  So he explained it was applied math solving real world 
problems.  That sounded very interesting.  I then selected OA as a 
major and my grades went above 3.0. 
 
 Once in my major, I really didn't have a problem with my 
academics the rest of the way through because it was very highly 
concentrated math and science.    I had the opportunity to take 
some great electives.  I became very passionate on the computer 
language, FORTRAN.  In an engineering course, we had to build a 
rocket algorithm.  I decided not to do it in the common computer 
language, BASIC, but I did it all with FORTRAN.  I was one of 
just a few in my class to do so.  I really enjoyed being able to apply 
computers any way I could, and I also enjoyed taking the applied 
statistics course, the Anti-Submarine Warfare (ASW) courses, and 
the Introduction to OA course.  Two of the books I used at the 
USNA were the same for a couple of courses I took at NPS when I 
was working on my master’s degree in Operations Research (OR).   
 
 Choosing OA as a major turned my life around.  I was able to 
graduate from the USNA and I knew then that I was going to have 
an OA career.  I just loved the electives I had the opportunity to 
take; I especially loved probability and statistics – it was just a lot 
of fun. 
 
Bob Sheldon: Were there any professors at the Academy that were instrumental 
in your studies?   
 
Kirk Michealson: There were two.  One was Lieutenant Commander Phil Marlow.  
He taught us Applied Statistics.  What meant a lot to me was that 
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he showed us how we could use statistics to solve real world 
problems – that’s what really sunk in for OA for me.   
 
 The other one was someone who I kept in touch with through the 
years through MORS – that was Charles Mylander.  As a matter of 
fact, he found out that I was coming up for my class 25
th
 reunion 
and he said, “Kirk, we don’t have an OA major any more, but we 
do have OA-related electives.  Why don’t you come and talk about 
your career to the students?”  I said, “Okay.”  He wanted me to talk 
to his midshipmen and highlight how I have applied OA in my 
career.  I said, “Okay, how many are in the class?”  He said, “Five 
seniors and one junior.”  What he failed to tell me – and it had 
changed since I went through there as a student – was that this was 
parent’s weekend, and the parents could go to classes with their 
midshipmen.  There were six midshipmen, but there were about a 
dozen or so parents. 
 
 The midshipmen didn't really ask a lot of questions, but when the 
parents found out I never had a problem finding a job as an OA in 
the Navy, or outside the Navy, they started asking me questions.  
They were interested in the OA career field. 
 
 Those are the two from the USNA that influenced me the most:  
one showing me how I could apply math and statistics in real 
world problems, and the other being a career-long mentor of mine. 
 
Bob Sheldon: What year did you graduate from the USNA? 
 
Kirk Michealson: I graduated in May 1979.   
 
Bob Sheldon: Did you have a preference for sea duty when you graduated from 
the USNA? 
 
Kirk Michealson: Yes.  When I went to the USNA I wanted to major in Engineering 
Physics for a career in Nuclear Power, but didn't get the grades, so 
that’s when I shifted to OA as a major.  But I still wanted to do 
Nuclear Power, for a couple of reasons.  I saw the quality in the 
Nuclear Power program.  I also would get sick when I flew so I 
didn't want to go Navy air, and I had no desire to be a Marine. 
 
 Another event that influenced me not to select surface warfare was 
my cruise between my freshman and sophomore year.  I was 
assigned with two others in the engineering department.  It was the 
height of the Navy drug culture and the engineers were having 
contests who could take the most reds (drugs) and still be able to 
work, while others threw their roommates down the ladders and bit 
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ears off other sailors.  I learned another part of the Navy culture at 
this time was, “to eat their young.”  It was a real stressful time for 
new junior officers.  Because of this cruise, I knew I didn't want 
any part of the surface Navy. 
 
Bill Young: You said they “ate their young,” and I need to know what you 
mean by that.  You have a complaint there about an organization, 
and I’m not quite sure what it is. Who ate their young? 
 
Kirk Michealson: The senior officers on board ships would verbally abuse their 
officers and chew them out in public – in front of everyone.  There 
wasn’t anything physical, but it was verbal abuse.  It just ate at you 
and wasted you away.  The goal of the senior officers was to see if 
the new officer would survive.  If they ate their young, the new 
officers were not going to go on and survive in the surface 
community, i.e., for them that was “weeding out the bad apples.” 
 
Later, the culture changed.  I’d say when I went back to sea for my 
department head tour in the late 1980s the attitude was more a 
“professional development” attitude. 
     
 My senior year I chose Nuclear Power and was accepted.  While 
waiting to start Aviation training, Surface Warfare training, or 
Nuclear Power training you signed up for temporary duty until 
your school started.  Most new ensigns look for something near 
their hometown.  As a result, after my four years in Maryland I 
wanted to go at least near home in Illinois.  I signed up for duty at 
the Naval Recruiting District, Peoria, Illinois (their recruiting areas 
were northern Illinois outside Chicago and two-thirds of Iowa).  
When I arrived they told me they wanted me to work out of the 
branch office that’s nearest my hometown to help out the enlisted 
recruiters that were there.  I was primarily assigned to try and get 
high school seniors to apply for Navy ROTC scholarships.  I also 
was trained to interview ROTC applicants, and if there was 
anybody interested in the Academy, I was able to do that.  This 
was a temporary billet to help out the enlisted recruiters at the 
branch station.  I started Nuclear Power class in October. 
 
Bill Dunn: Where was Nuclear Power training? 
 
Kirk Michealson: My Nuclear Power School, the six months of academia, was in 
Orlando, and that’s when I met my wife.  It’s the only thing good I 
can say about that time.  I barely graduated from Nuclear Power 
School in Orlando, but I didn’t make it much farther in the 




At Nuclear Power School I struggled with the heavy engineering / 
non-OA course load.   At the USNA for the non-OA courses, I 
reviewed old tests to see example questions and didn’t put much 
effort in.   I wouldn't review the concepts.  Because of this, when I 
arrived at Nuclear Power school, I was placed on 40 hours a week 
mandatory study because my grades were so low.  When it came to 
the final exam, regardless of your grades going into it, you had to 
have a 2.5 score to pass.  Initially, I had a 2.2, but after a couple of 
discussions with the instructors and re-grades, my score was raised 
to a 2.5.  I got through school, but barely.   
 
After Nuclear Power School, we were able to select which 
prototype we went to, and my choice was in Idaho Falls, Idaho.  
It’s about a three or four hour drive north of Salt Lake City.  When 
we arrived, it was soon after Mount St. Helens erupted in 1980 and 
there was still some ash in the air.  While we lived there, we rode a 
bus to and from the facility, and I was at the second bus stop.  It 
was an hour bus ride to get there, and it was an hour back.  
 
While assigned to the prototype, I was actually the first person to 
take my Final Evaluation Watch.  I did it off-crew and had a newly 
qualified Electric Plant Control Console Operator on one of the 
plant consoles.  During the watch, I had two real nuclear power 
plant casualties and two simulated casualties.  I did well on the real 
casualties, but not so well on the simulated casualties due to the 
newly qualified console operator.  When I was finished, the 
evaluator said, “Kirk, you didn't do well on the simulated 
causalities, so we have to fail you.  For the two actual casualties, 
you saved the plant, but we’re still going to make you do it again.”  
I passed the Final Evaluation Watch during my next attempt. 
 
 The final oral boards at Nuclear Power Prototype were tough too.  
We were graded in mechanical engineering, electrical engineering, 
reactor theory, chemistry and radiological controls, and casualty 
control.  For my first board, I failed reactor theory so I had to do it 
again.  I came back for my 2
nd
 final oral board and the senior 
personnel at the plant were my evaluators:  the Commanding 
Officer (CO) of the base, Admiral Rickover’s representative, the 
Plant Manager, the Training Manager, and my team’s lead.  There 
were five people grading you in five areas, so you had to have 
twenty-five 2.5s and above to pass.  I had twenty-four 2.5s and 
above, and one 2.4, so I failed from the program.  I missed one 
question that I didn't think would be on my 2
nd
 board because it 
was on my 1
st
 board.  It was “Describe a basic fire station.  What is 
the difference between a low velocity fog and high velocity fog?”  
For your information, low velocity fog is used for cooling 
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firefighting personnel and high velocity fog is used to put out the 
fire. 
 
 My sea duty preference changed when I failed the Nuclear Power 
Program.  While waiting for my next permanent assignment, I was 
stashed at the local Navy Admin Unit.  My CO recommended 
choosing another warfare specialty for my next sea duty choice, so 
I selected surface warfare.  Based on all that engineering 
experience I had in the Nuclear Power Program, I requested a main 
propulsion assistant job on a steam-powered ship.  The surface 
warfare community accepted me and for my first job assigned me 
to be a Damage Control Assistant to teach firefighting.  In my first 
three years in the Surface Navy, I was responsible to teach the 
difference between high velocity fog and low velocity fog!   
 
Bob Sheldon: When did you go to your first ship? 
 
Kirk Michealson: By the time I completed my nuclear power training and temporary 
duties, I reported to my first ship in January 1982.  I was assigned 
to the USS Dewey (DDG-45) from January 1982 to November 
1984.  This was after the drug culture of the 1970s, but there was 
still an “eat their young” mentality in the surface fleet.  Initially, I 
wasn’t happy getting to my first ship – it was still stressful times. 
 
Kirk Michealson: My first CO was a yeller and a screamer, while the second CO 
“shot from the hip.”  Here’s an example of “shooting from the 
hip”:  I had a major firefighting system down for our helicopter 
and this did not bother the CO at all.  This was also the time when 
the Navy could smoke on ships.  If I had a cigarette butt in my 
passageway, I got my ass chewed in front of my enlisted.  But 
when my firefighting system was down, he did nothing.  You 
never knew what would set him off.  It was just a verbally abusive 
environment.  And when we were on shore, the first CO drank 
quite a bit.  I gave up drinking while at Nuclear Power School.  
Because I didn’t drink, the first CO would verbally abuse me in 
front of the rest of the wardroom for not drinking.  It was a 
difficult time in the surface Navy back then.  But I found my own 
little niche in the damage control area, so it wasn’t so bad for me. 
Doing damage control activities like training was my shelter.   
 
Bill Young: What do you think changed that? 
 
Kirk Michealson: The Navy had an alcohol awareness program that was initiated 
about that time, as well as a drug program with random drug 
screening.  I believe all of that combined changed the Navy 
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culture.  You still had your yellers and screamers, but I found them 
in the minority as I advanced in my naval career. 
 
Bill Young: And you think the yeller and screamer and verbal abuse was kind 
of a tradition in the Navy until then?  That was my impression, but 
I just wanted to hear it from someone who knows. 
 
Kirk Michealson: Yes. 
 
Bob Sheldon: What did you do on your first ship? 
 
Kirk Michealson: When I arrived on the USS Dewey as the Damage Control 
Assistant, it was right after the Falklands War.  The US Atlantic 
Fleet learned that the British had a lot of damage control problems 
with their fleet.  As a result, the surface Navy decided they were 
going to assess the state of damage control in their surface fleet.  
My ship was one of six ships selected to be a showcase ship to see 
where we were with respect to damage control: when we started, 
where we were four months later, and what it took to get there.  I 
learned about this a month after reporting on board. 
 
 I started reviewing all the training and personnel records.  There 
wasn’t a single damage control entry anywhere.  I basically started 
with zero training, zero experience, and I had to build up the ship’s 
damage control program within three to four months.  And this was 
all pre-computers!  I did it and received high marks from the senior 
Damage Control Evaluators from the Atlantic Fleet.  As a matter of 
fact, the chief engineer from an aircraft carrier wanted me to come 
and be his Damage Control Assistant, which is normally someone 
at least one rank senior to me.  After completing the inspection, our 
new CO (he just reported on board a month prior to the inspection) 
said, “Kirk, you’re staying on as the Damage Control Assistant 
until you leave or until I leave.”  Three years later I was still the 
Damage Control Assistant when I transferred off the Dewey.  As a 
result of this damage control review, I ended up enjoying damage 
control throughout my career and appreciating the surface Navy 
(the drug culture was also gone). 
 
One analytical thing I did while I was the Damage Control 
Assistant, was to administer an annual Damage Control exam 
every year.  The analytical part was doing applied statistics.  For 
each division on board the ship, I analyzed how well they did, what 
their improvements were, and what additional training they 
needed.  I included the results (averages, most improved, etc.) in 
our ship’s plan of the day so everybody knew how their and other 




Bob Sheldon: Let’s bring you here to NPS.  Tell us about your time here. 
 
Kirk Michealson: Prior to attending NPS, I actually submitted my letter of 
resignation at the end of my five year commitment.  It was 
approved, I had separation orders in hand, and I started contacting 
the Junior Officer Placement Companies.  Looking at my resume, 
they said, “We can get you a job for $18K with Johnson and 
Johnson or $20K with Bank of Chicago.”  I said, “As a Lieutenant 
in the Navy, I’m getting about $30K right now.”  While 
interviewing, independently I was screened as qualified to attend 
NPS majoring in OR.  I was excited.  I wanted to stay in the OA 
community.  However, I had to find out how to pull my letter of 
resignation and request to go to grad school.  I was able to do it 
because one of my former Executive Officers was assigned at the 
Bureau of Naval Personnel and he was able to help me.   
  
I arrived at NPS in January 1985, and completed the three month 
refresher.  I didn't know what it was like to go to class again – it 
had been six years since I was in an academic environment.  I was 
there while Clint Eastwood was Mayor of Carmel, and former 
prisoner of war RADM Robert Shumaker, USN (Retired), was our 
superintendent. He coined the term “Hanoi Hilton”. 
 
 Shortly after arriving, I became the class study coordinator to make 
assignments for review sessions prior to tests.  Any area that I 
didn't understand, I assigned to myself.  I figured if I could teach 
the subject to my classmates, it would help me learn it better.  As a 
class, we were really close.  We were an unusually small class for 
US students--we had about a dozen US students and about 15 
international students.  I was at NPS until March 1987. 
 
Bob Sheldon: Who was your thesis advisor? 
 
Kirk Michealson: It was Doug Neil, Human Factors.  Glenn Lindsey was my second 
reader.  I started my thesis a year before graduation – because I 
was so interested in this topic – and I finished three months early.  
It was great!   
 
Moffett Field Naval Air Station, California was having a problem 
determining their effective and efficient training methods, and as a 
result, requested research.  Because of my damage control training 
during my first sea tour, this topic intrigued me.  I applied the topic 
to shipboard training and designed an experiment.  The 
experimental design was completed prior to going on my 6-week 
experience tour, an opportunity to go work in the field as an OR 
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analyst.  We had to go find our own experience tours, and I went to 
Navy Training Systems Center in Orlando and worked with a Navy 
Aviation Experimental Psychologist, LCDR Michael Lilienthal.   
 
LCDR Lilienthal and I approached the Navy’s Recruit Training 
Command (RTC) in Orlando to use their recruits for two 1-hour 
tests.  RTC approved the use of 90 Navy enlisted at boot camp.  
The training I used was basic damage control.   As a damage 
control subject matter expert (SME), I designed the training 
material and the 2 tests.  I coordinated with the RTC Firefighting 
School Lead (another damage control SME) to review my training 
document and 2 tests.  At the time, the Navy’s average grade 
reading level was 9
th
 grade, so I had three different techniques to 
ensure that the words in the training material weren’t too long and 
complex.   
 
For the experiment, I had a control group where I didn't give any 
training.  Then I had six other groups where training was given:  a 
reading group, a live lecture, and a television lecture (so it would 
be like site television we had on Navy ships), and then three 
different speeds for a variable speed tape recorder – normal speed, 
four-fifths normal speed, and two-thirds normal speed.  The 
experiment’s objective was to determine which group scored the 
highest (most effective) and hopefully in the least amount of time 
(most efficient).  Knowledge retention was also assessed.   
 
During the first week, training was provided and the first test 
taken.  Then a week later, they came back for a second test.  The 
first half of the second test had similar questions to the first test, 
just reworded slightly, while the second half was all from the 
training but not asked the first time around.  I did a six-way 
analysis of variance (ANOVA) to compare for differences, and as 
at the USNA, I wrote the ANOVA program in FORTRAN.  The 
results were that the top two training methods were normal speed 
tape recorder and then four-fifths tape recorder speed.  I found 
some research that stated people tend to concentrate more when 
they listen – without a visual stimulus – than when they’re looking 
at or reading something.  It was an insight, not a conclusion, as to 
why the variable speed tape recorder groups were the top two 
methods.  But it was fun.  It was my first design of experiment I 
had the opportunity to conduct while at NPS.   
 
My work was nominated for what is now the MORS Stephen A. 
Tisdale Graduate Research Award (different name back then).  I 




Bob Sheldon: Finishing up at NPS, what was your next assignment? 
 
Kirk Michealson: I didn't start Surface Warfare Department Head School until July 
1987.  We graduated from NPS at the end of March, so four of us 
were stashed at the Naval War College for three months.  While 
there, we were provided the opportunity to analyze some data for a 
logistics wargame that was recently completed.  It turned out to be 
reviewing and consolidating data and making some qualitative 
assessments.   
 
 Then I spent the next six months at Department Head School in 
Newport, Rhode Island.  After a few follow-on schools, I reported 
to the USS Spruance (DD-963) as her Chief Engineer (CHENG).  
The ship had just changed homeports from Norfolk, Virginia to 
Mayport, Florida.  I was the CHENG for 17 months.  Part of the 
CHENG’s duties was being the Damage Control Officer with the 
Damage Control Assistant working for me.  As a result, I was able 
to stay involved with damage control during my CHENG tours – 
which I enjoyed thanks to my first ship. 
 
 One thing CHENGs have to go through is engineering inspections, 
i.e., the Light Off Examination (LOE) after a major shipyard 
maintenance period and the Operational Propulsion Plant 
Examination (OPPE) every couple of years.  While I was on board 
Spruance, we did our OPPE crossing the Atlantic on the way back 
from a 6-month deployment.  Most of the ship, i.e., the operations, 
combat systems, and weapons personnel, had finished doing all 
their work, so they got to relax for the last 10 days or so while 
crossing the Atlantic Ocean.  What about the engineering 
personnel?  They had to work because the inspection team boards 
in Bermuda for the last three days returning to home port. 
 
 During this time in the Navy, they were firing CHENGs left and 
right, so it was just a little bit more pressure.  But I was the first 
person in two years to get an average or above average on the 
engineering inspection.  However, one bad thing happened a few 
months after returning from deployment:  Spruance went aground 
when I was on watch.  That’s not the place to be when you go 
aground.  I was the Tactical Action Officer (TAO) who is the 
senior officer on watch in the Combat Information Center.  The 
CO was about two feet from me talking about an upcoming 
exercise.  We were maneuvering at six knots and hit a reef.  It took 
a couple of days to get pulled off the reef, and then we were towed 




The CO, the Executive Officer (XO), the Officer of the Deck, and 
me, the TAO, were all recommended to be relieved for cause.  All 
four of us had to go to Commodore’s Mast, similar to a court, 
where you get judged and you are awarded punishment.  All three 
of the others got relieved for cause, but because I was standing 
next to the CO explaining what was going on, I only got a letter of 
caution – a slap on the wrist that went away when I transferred off 
Spruance.  So what did the Navy offer me for taking a ship 
aground?  They sent me to new construction duty and I was named 
the first engineer of a new Aegis cruiser, the USS Cowpens (CG-
63) being built in Bath, Maine. 
 
 The Cowpens was the first ship to be built in Bath and then home 
ported on the West Coast.  We were the next ship to be delivered 
to the Navy, but we weren’t getting all our work done.  As the 
ship’s crew, our primary job was to monitor the shipyard status and 
go to weekly meetings with them.  We realized Bath Iron Works 
was not doing the necessary work on our ship.  At the time, there 
were three main ships in construction:  the Cowpens; another Aegis 
cruiser, the Gettysburg; and the first Arleigh Burke-class destroyer, 
the Arleigh Burke.   
 
 I was the third senior officer on board, and my XO called me in his 
office.  He said, “Kirk, you’re an OA, right?” I said, “Yes.”  He 
continued, “We need you to do some of that OA stuff.”  I said, 
“What do you mean?” He said, “If I can get you the data, can you 
do some analysis to determine why we’re not getting supported?” I 
said, “Yes.”  Sure enough, he obtained the data for me. 
 
In my research, I ended up doing two major tasks.  One was 
changing the culture of the shipyard personnel.  Cowpens was the 
fifth ship being built in Bath, but we were the first of those being 
assigned on the West Coast.  Before being delivered to the Navy, 
the ship had to go through another one of those engineering exams 
like the OPPE, but this was called the Light Off Examination 
(LOE).  It was the major engineering inspection before you could 
start any of your engines.  For the four previous Aegis cruisers at 
Bath Iron Works, the East Coast Inspection Team was more 
concerned with training, where we were going to be the first with 
the West Coast team and they were more concerned with material 
readiness and casualty control.  My other task was to review the 
data on the work they were assigned and compare it to how much 
work they completed.  I had to build a story – analytically 
supported – as to why they weren’t supporting us (second task), 
and the fact is that they needed to support us even more because 




 By reviewing the data, I learned the majority of the shipyard work 
was supporting the construction of the Arleigh Burke destroyer.  
Ingalls Shipbuilding in Pascagoula was the lead for the Aegis 
cruisers, and Bath Iron Works was the secondary shipyard.  On the 
other side, Bath Iron Works was the lead shipyard for the Arleigh 
Burke destroyers, and Ingalls Shipbuilding was the secondary 
shipyard.  The Arleigh Burke was Bath Iron Works’s first destroyer 
and they wanted a good showing for the Navy – they wanted to 
complete it on time or earlier and under budget.  The result was 
that Bath Iron Works was putting the majority of their efforts into 
the first Aegis destroyer. 
 
 I briefed the Bath Iron Works Leadership on my analytical results.  
I showed them they were behind schedule for Cowpens and 
Gettysburg, and if they continued going down this path it would 
end up costing them more because we would be in the shipyard 
longer.  I also explained the difference between the West Coast 
Engineering Inspection Team and the East Coast Engineering 
Inspection Team.   
 
 This was about two months before our inspection and I was able to 
convince the leadership to change their culture and their support.  
The LOE engineering inspection is normally three days long and 
each ship is only allowed six major discrepancies.  Cowpens was 
the 17
th
 Aegis cruiser in construction.  We completed the 
inspection in the quickest amount of time (mid-day of the second 
day) and with the least amount of material discrepancies (only 
one).   Additionally, both the Cowpens and the Gettysburg were 
completed on-time and on-budget, while the Arleigh Burke was 
completed early and slightly under budget.   
 
I had the opportunity to brief the data and my analysis to gain the 
shipyard’s support and they ended up changing the way they did 
business.  It’s great if you can build a relationship with leadership 
and use analysis to do so.  It’s always fun when I can bring 
analysis to the real world to show somebody what could help them 
out and change their behavior.   
 
 I spent 33 months as CHENG on the Cowpens.  Most CHENGs 
either do a single long tour of 30 months, or they do two 18-month 
short tours on two different ships for a total of 36 months.  
Between the Spruance and the Cowpens, I did 50 straight months 
as a CHENG.  I don’t think there’s anybody else that’s done that.  I 
enjoyed it.  I felt like a pig in mud, especially when I got out of 




By the time I completed the two CHENG tours, I was too senior to 
go ashore.  I had to go back to sea as an XO. I was assigned as the 
XO of the USS Stephen W. Groves (FFG-29), one of the ships 
changing home ports as a result of Senator Trent Lott’s Home Port 
Initiative plan.  We shifted from Mayport, Florida to Pascagoula, 
Mississippi.  Then, six months after I reported aboard the ship, we 
fired our CHENG.  The Bureau of Personnel couldn't find anyone 
to send to us.  As a result, I had to take over as the CHENG again, 
while I was the XO.  I ended up completing an extra six months as 
CHENG while on the Groves. 
 
 The three shipboard tours were over seven straight years of sea 
duty.  While I was an XO, I had the opportunity to conduct some 
analysis.  I did an optimization model for personnel time off 
because we only had three weeks we could use for the 200-person 
crew leaves.  You’re supposed to give everybody some time off 
before the ship departs on a six month deployment.  We didn't have 
that much time, so I had to build a time off schedule for everyone.  
I conducted some transportation optimization modeling to offer 
everyone an equal number of days off. 
 
Bob Sheldon: What years were you aboard the Groves? 
 
Kirk Michealson: I reported aboard Groves in December 1992, and transferred off in 
May 1994.  
 
Bill Dunn: What was next? 
 
Kirk Michealson: From Groves, I was assigned to the Pentagon initially working in 
the Chief of Naval Operations (CNO)’s Assessment Division 
(N81) for two years.  When I was XO of Groves, I knew I couldn’t 
stay at one command before rotating back to sea.  I would have to 
rotate through two commands.  I went to the Navy Staff’s Sponsor 
for OA and asked for a listing of all OR-coded billets.  I did an 
analysis of locations which would provide the greatest probability 
of staying in one location while transferring to another duty 
station.  My results were published in Phalanx in the mid-1990s.  
The result [of the analysis] was the greater District of Columbia 
(DC) Area.  I requested an OA job in the DC Area.  I was assigned 
in the old N815 as the Force Structure Analyst.  During my 2-year 
tour in N81, I worked with the former MORS Navy Sponsor, Greg 
Melcher (who was the N810 Deputy), the current MORS Navy 
Sponsor, Arthur “Trip” Barber (the former N812 branch head), and 
the current MORS Marine Corps Sponsor, George Akst (the 




George and I actually did the analysis on determining the standard 
assumptions for the Navy’s Force Presence Model, to analyze how 
many ships we needed for given force presence levels.  It’s the 
only model the Navy had that was verified, validated, and 
accredited (VV&A’d) at that time.  George and I researched Navy 
documents and derived the list of assumptions for forward 
presence modeling.  We got N35 to set standard transit distances, 
we worked with N4 to get the availability schedules for all the 
different classes of ships, we worked with N1 for the personnel 
operations tempo for personnel rotation, i.e., how much time back 
at home port after you’ve been deployed, and then we ensured that 
the standard assumptions were published.   
 
 While I was there for two years, I assessed all the surface warfare 
programs – theater ballistic missile, Naval Sea Sparrow missile, 
the 21
st
 century surface combatant, etc.   
 
Bob Sheldon: Did you ever figure out what the difference was for all the different 
answers out of the same model? 
 
Kirk Michealson: Yes, each of the different organizations was using different 
inputs/assumptions.  Once we ensured every organization was 
using the same inputs, it was much easier for all to get the same 
answer.   
 
 One other project I did was a study on the expected service lives 
for surface combatants.  I did some real analysis determining the 
ships’ expected service lives.  It was my first payback from NPS.  
It was a lot of fun.  I didn't mind coming to the Pentagon; it was an 
enjoyable time. 
 
Bob Sheldon: For your technical skills, did NPS prepare you well for the N81 
job? 
 
Kirk Michealson: Yes it did.  I have not specialized like other OAs in decision 
analysis, cost analysis, or some of the other knowledge areas.  I’ve 
been basically an applied statistics analyst my whole career 
building spreadsheet models and using spreadsheets for my 
analysis.  Every once in a while I’ll get into something new, like 
my Joint Warfare Simulation (JWARS) tour later in my career, but 
pretty much my career has been basic OR. 
 
 NPS prepared me for my career, and for any new assignments.  It 
was a great foundation.  As everyone knows, education is just part 




Bob Sheldon: From N81, where to? 
 
Kirk Michealson: I was handpicked to relieve CAPT Jeff Kline, USN (Ret), on the 
Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD) staff in the Program 
Analysis & Evaluation Directorate Naval Forces Division – OSD 
(PA&E) NFD.  My role was doing the same exact thing I did for 
N81 but for OSD.  I was there for the first Quadrennial Defense 
Review (QDR).  Initially, the leadership wasn’t going to do any 
force structure analyses, and then a month before the outbriefs, the 
leadership decided to do force structure analyses.  OSD (PA&E) 
and J8 from the Joint Staff were going to coordinate three 
analyses:  Land Forces (Army & Marine Corps), Air Forces (all 
Services), and Naval Forces (Navy ships). This was great! I had 
just validated the assumptions for force presence/force structure 
analysis when I was on the N81 staff.   
 
 However, my former office, N81, wouldn't agree with my study 
plan, my assumptions, and my results.  My boss in PA&E 
coordinated a meeting with N81 to learn why.  The N81 leadership 
basically said they couldn’t agree with my work because I was on 
the “other side of the fence”, i.e., I worked for OSD, not the CNO.   
 
 Even without the Navy’s support, my analysis was briefed to the 
Department of Defense (DoD) leadership.  The analysis was 
sound; it was an “honest broker” type of analysis showing a lot of 
alternatives and the risk for each alternative, leaving it up to the 
decision makers to decide what to do.  At the time, we had the 
DoD Global Naval Force Presence Policy which gave the presence 
requirements for Navy ships in European Command (EUCOM), in 
Central Command (CENTCOM), and in Pacific Command 
(PACOM).  I used N81’s Forward Presence Model which was 
VV&A’d to determine the force structure needed to go from 50 
percent coverage to 100 percent coverage.  First, I started with the 
number of Carrier Battle Groups (CVBGs) that were required, and 
then based on the CVBGs, I could determine how many 
combatants and submarines could be attached to the carriers.  Next, 
I determined how many Amphibious Readiness Groups (ARGs) 
were required, and based on the ARGs, how many combatants 
were associated with them.  Finally, I determined how many 
surface combatants were needed to support the Surface Action 
Groups (SAGs).   
 
 Then I built a spreadsheet model based on the current warfighting 
doctrine, that is, two nearly simultaneous major theater wars about 
45 days apart.  Starting with the 50% - 100% presence force 
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structures just determined and using the same time, distance, and 
maintenance assumptions for force presence modeling, I was able 
to analyze how long it would take the available CVBGs and ARGs 
– based on the given size of the force structure – to arrive in theater 
to fight in a war.   
 
I had to brief my presence and warfighting force structure analysis 
results three times to the DoD “number twos”, i.e., Deputy 
Secretary of Defense (DEPSECDEF), Vice Chairman of the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff (VCJCS), Vice Chief of Staff (VCS) United States 
Air Force (USAF), Assistant Commandant Marine Corps, Vice 
CNO (VCNO), and VCS United States Army (USA).  My 
counterparts for Land Forces and Air Forces went first.  I was last 
with the Naval Forces results.  When I completed my brief the first 
time, the Assistant Commandant of the Marine Forces said, 
“Commander Michealson, it’s the best piece of analysis that we’ve 
seen to date; that’s great.”  The VCS USAF said, “Commander 
Michealson, it was just great.  A great piece of analysis; it shows 
us all the alternatives and the risks.”  The VCNO comes to me, 
“Commander Michealson, you son of a…” I said, “Sir, what’s 
wrong?” “You were the only one that did any analysis.  Your 
counterparts just did bullet charts.  As a result of your analyses, the 
DoD leadership better understands the risks so they know what to 
cut, and they are going to cut from us.” 
 
As an OR analyst, you’re supposed to be an honest broker, I 
thought, and show the decision makers all your assumptions, 
scenarios, risks, analysis, etc.  Looking back at the QDR briefs, 
there was a funny part during my third briefing when the VCNO 
started complaining.  The DEPSECDEF looked over at the VCNO 
and said, “I’ve seen this just as many times as you and I could now 
brief it.  I don’t know what you don’t understand about the 
analysis.  His assumptions are right on.  He’s done all the right 
analyses.  Now it’s up to us to see what we do with it.”  So I was 
not well liked by the Senior Navy Staff.  But that’s the way I grew 
up, to be an honest broker analyst telling all the right things to do.  
And I learned this when I was on the Navy Staff. 
 
 A few months later, the CNO wrote an article about the QDR in 
The Retired Officers Association (TROA) magazine, which 
included the following:  “Thanks to an analyst, we lost 20 surface 
combatants and two submarines.”  When the Navy Staff was 
getting ready for the next QDR four years later, the VCNO 
gathered all the Navy commanders and higher rank together for a 
QDR Kick-Off Meeting.  The VCNO said, “We need to start 
preparing with good models, simulations, and analysis for the 
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second QDR.  The analyst who was a Navy commander who went 
from N81 to PA&E is now working at a credit card company and 
is not with us anymore.  We shouldn't have any problems this 
year.”   
 
 A friend of mine was in the VCNO’s meeting and told me what he 
said.  I informed my old boss from PA&E.  He actually knew the 
VCNO from when he was in the OSD Cost Analysis Group early 
on in his career.  My boss met with the VCNO to ask about his 
statements.  For the first ten minutes the VCNO said he didn’t say 
anything, but my former boss kept prying.  Finally, the VCNO said 
he said that, but was “just kidding.  We didn't really mean anything 
about it.”   
 
To jump ahead slightly, about 3 ½ years after I retired, I was 
working at Whitney, Bradley & Brown, Inc. (WBB).  The Navy 
Staff (the new N70) needed to do some force structure analysis to 
determine how to incorporate the new Littoral Combat Ships 
(LCS).  No one had used my models since I retired.  As a result, 
the Navy (N70) contacted WBB to set up a contract to rebuild the 
Force Presence Model and my associated model to transit to the 
war – with me as the primary analyst.  Even though I did the 
majority of the work, I wasn’t allowed to go over to the Pentagon 
and brief because people still remember me from the first QDR. 
 
 I was assigned to PA&E for three years before retiring in June 
1999.  I was selected for command, but I knew if I went to 
command, I wouldn't complete it until well after the 20-year point 
(today, I believe you can complete command before the 20-year 
point), and by the time I did that and stayed in to be able to retire 
as a captain, I would be four to six years away from getting into 
OR full time.  I knew I wanted to stay OR, so I turned down 
command to be a fulltime OR analyst. 
 
Bill Dunn: Let’s back up.  You retired from the Navy and went to work for 
Capital One.  Then three years later you came back in as a DoD 
contractor.  Talk about both of those decisions. 
 
Kirk Michealson: In hindsight, I believe I had tunnel vision when I left.  Because of 
MORS (MORS is one of the best things there is with respect to 
personal networks and understanding companies), I had 17 
companies call me over for interviews and I did over 70 interviews 
when I was retiring–because people knew me.  I was very active in 
MORS my first time on the Board, and I had to resign from the 
Board after two years into my four-year tour because Capital One 




I thought I didn’t want to do defense analyses any more, and I 
accepted a job with Capital One credit cards as an OA.  After I was 
hired, I realized they really didn't understand what OA was.  They 
did a little bit, but they didn't care that I had a masters in OR from 
NPS, because, “it was all military courses.”  I told them it was 
using military as the items, but 80 percent of the course was basic 
theory that we could use and apply anywhere.  They still didn’t 
understand. 
 
 I started out in their risk department working delinquent accounts.  
We did analyses for process improvement, cost savings, etc.  
Capital One also had analysts assigned to their marketing 
department that were called business analysts (BAs), but they were 
really OAs.  The primary analyses the BAs did were testing new 
credit cards, i.e., did the consumers use them, how much did they 
use them, etc.  That’s why many people get a lot of mail from 
Capital One.  They are testing new cards.  I think they comprised 
one percent of the letter mail when I worked there.   
 
 Six months before I arrived, the Risk leadership started a test 
mentioning potential legal action if our delinquent customers were 
not paying their bills.  Capital One went for the not-as-well-off 
customer to offer credit cards, for the higher-risk market.  As a 
result, they had a problem with delinquent customers.  In the first 
six months if you don’t get the money paid off that was charged, 
the customer’s credit card gets “charged off,” i.e., they get reported 
to the credit bureaus as having bad debt.  The purpose of the test 
was trying to find a way to encourage our delinquent customers to 
pay their bills. 
 
When I arrived in July, there was six months’ worth of data.  Since 
our headquarters was in Virginia, the test was just for Virginia 
accounts with call center collectors mentioning that Capital One 
could bring in legal action if they didn't pay their bills.  The 
measure we used was liquidation rates, i.e., how much money paid 
over how much they owed.  Before the test, we had about an 
overall 18 percent average liquidation rate.  However, because of 
mentioning legal action, we increased the liquidation rate to about 
30 percent for the state of Virginia. 
 
 My job was to expand this test nationwide and form a new Legal 
Group in the Risk Department.  I was basically the OA, project 
manager and the financial analyst to set up the program.  I had to 
work with Compliance and Legal to develop scripts on what to say 
and memos on what to send.  I worked with IT to ensure the right 
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accounts were funneled to this new Legal Group.  I had to 
interview an attorney network because we had to initiate legal 
action in the account holders’ own states/districts.  I built a 
spreadsheet model that was three Excel files with 27 interlocking 
spreadsheets linked to run and track the new legal program.  The 
result was that this new program ended up saving Capital One 
about a million dollars a year.   
 
 I liked that role, but I had an opportunity to apply for the head of 
Capital One Military Recruiting, responsible for hiring retired/prior 
military and going to military job fairs, functions, etc.  I was 
offered the position.  I transferred after about 15 months as the 
legal analyst.  I created the Legal Group (which is still in 
existence) and then I left for my new job. 
 
 When I took over as the Head of Military Recruiting, I started 
using analysis in my job to see what my hire percentages were, 
how much it cost to hire someone, etc.  Based on my analysis 
results, I developed a new recruiting strategy for hiring military.  I 
lowered my cost per hire and my budget by two-thirds.  I also 
enjoyed talking to the military again.  Because of using analysis in 
Military Recruiting, I was asked to apply my methods to all of 
Exempt Recruiting – everything but the executives and the hourly 
staff.  It was for about 90 job codes.     
 
HR turned Exempt Recruiting over to two OAs:  Steve Notarnicola 
(who now works for Lockheed Martin (LM) and just completed his 
tour on the MORS Board) and me.  Steve’s a database guru.  He 
set up all our databases to track how our hiring practices were 
working.  Our process in recruiting was to start with sourcing 
specialists to find potential candidates and ask a couple of 
questions.  If the sourcing specialist felt the candidate fit the open 
requisitions, they would forward them to a recruiter.  A recruiter 
would contact the candidate and ask a few more questions 
including a behavioral interview question “tell me about a time 
when you did ….”  If the recruiter thought the candidate met the 
job requirements criteria, then they scheduled an interview day for 
the candidate.  During the interview day, the candidate would take 
two tests (one critical thinking skills and the other quantitative), 
three behavioral interviews (tell me about a time …), and three 
case studies (working problems on a white board).  At the end of 
the day, everyone involved in the recruiting process would meet to 
assess whether to offer the candidate the job, bring the candidate in 




All of these results were entered into our recruiting system.  We 
kept historical hiring metrics of how many potential candidates it 
takes to start the process with the sourcing specialists and to get all 
the way through the interview day(s).  I would arrive in the 
morning, press a button on Steve’s recruiting dashboard he created, 
and get the results from the day prior’s interviews.  I was the 
Recruiting Production Manager and Capacity Analyst.  I would see 
the results, compare to our historical data, and then determine what 
we needed to do next – e.g., bring more candidates into production 
(i.e., the recruiting process).  I ran recruiting like a production 
environment. 
 
 We had two analysts running all the Exempt Recruiting for Capital 
One.  It was fun, but I started missing working with the defense 
industry – especially when I was interviewing military.  I’d been at 
Capital One for three years.  I was doing more work than 
everybody else in recruiting and I hadn’t been promoted.  It wasn’t 
a money thing, but I just wasn’t happy.  The Recruiting leadership 
didn’t understand analysts or leadership experience.   I was a 
military retiree with experience through XO, I was working for a 
guy that left the military as a department head, and we were both 
working for a guy that left the Navy as junior officer.  I found out 
after I left that our manager was assigned to us because he had a 
leadership problem.  The Recruiting leadership figured he could 
handle us.  They promoted him, but they wouldn't promote either 
one of us analysts. 
 
 The main reason I left Capital One was because I missed talking to 
and working with the defense industry.  I was hired by WBB who 
had interviewed me three years prior after I retired.  When I first 
arrived, I was assigned to be the lead for developing an OA 
Introduction Web-Based Tutorial for the N81 Staff.  At the time in 
N81 (my former office) there were 35 coded OR billets, but only 
about five were experienced OAs.  The tutorial didn't give you the 
OA skills, but provided an awareness of what all the different types 
of OR were.  I was also assigned to the Coast Guard’s Deepwater 
project for force structure scheduling (we were a sub to LM).  In 
my year with WBB, I had the opportunity to do a lot of different 
projects, including some force structure analysis again as I 
mentioned when we were discussing the QDR during my tour in 
OSD (PA&E) Naval Forces Division.   
 
But the whole time I was there, people knew I was back in DC and 
I was contacted about monthly to interview for jobs in the 
Pentagon and overall DC area.  I said “no” to all until my mentor, 
Jerry Kotchka, FS, contacted me about a new facility LM was 
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building in Suffolk, Virginia.  It was designed to be a working 
warfighting modeling, simulation, demonstration, and analysis 
facility.  I interviewed for the job and was the first OA to the new 
facility – LM’s Center for Innovation, or Lighthouse. 
  
Bill Dunn: Where and when was your JWARS tour you mentioned earlier?   
 
Kirk Michealson: After three years at Capital One and one year at WBB, I was hired 
by LM to be one of the OAs on the Center for Innovation’s OA 
Team.  When our team was established, we were told that we 
couldn't duplicate or use any of the same tools any other OA team 
in LM was using.  Since we were basically across the street from 
Joint Forces Command (JFCOM) and J9 and they were using 
JWARS, we started doing joint campaign analysis.   
 
 It was a team sport.  We had different people that worked different 
aspects of the campaign.  Steve Notarnicola (who followed me to 
LM from Capital One) was our maritime analyst.  I was the 
Command, Control, Communications, and Computers, 
Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance (C4ISR) analyst, 
which is why Andy Loerch, FS, twisted my arm to do the 
Command, Control, and Communications (C3) chapter in the 
Methods for Conducting Military Operations Analysis book for 
MORS.  If you review the C3 chapter, JWARS is discussed.     
 
 Shortly after I arrived in July 2003, we had a basic unclassified 
version of JWARS initially, until the facility opened and we had a 
classified version starting in the summer of 2005. I worked on the 
JWARS Team from late 2003 until fall 2005.  The Center for 
Innovation was built for experimentation, and since I had a passion 
for experimentation from my graduate school thesis, I transitioned 
from the JWARS Team to become the experimentation lead.   
 
Bill Dunn: So now you’re at LM, and the transition from WBB to LM, that 
was because… 
 
Kirk Michealson: It was because of the new opportunity to start an OA team to do 
experimentation and joint analysis in a working laboratory.  I am, 
in Navy terms, the plank owner for the Lighthouse in Suffolk, 
Virginia.  I was the first person to arrive. 
 
 After JWARS, I got into experimentation and originally was the 
experimentation OA.  Then, I started leading the overall process 
including how we do experimentation overall, build the 
infrastructure, coordinate building the concept of operations 
(CONOPS), etc.  I did several Lean Six Sigma events to develop 
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the process being used now.  It was well-received internally and 
externally.  JFCOM J9 and PACOM N8 adopted it as their process. 
 
 My last role at the Center for Innovation was related to modeling, 
simulation and analysis.  LM decided they were going to bring 
more credibility and visibility to operations analysis and modeling 
and simulation (M&S).  This was for both the tools and for the 
workforce.  This role was a collateral duty for my Vice President 
(VP) and didn’t get much support at the time.   
 
 At about the same time, my father-in-law’s health was failing.  He 
still had his mind but he couldn't walk.  My wife and I are both 
only children and he was our only parent left.  I was able to get a 
transfer within LM to work at what used to be Simulation, 
Training, and Support, but now is called Global Training and 
Logistics.  This is LM’s M&S company.   
 
Bob Sheldon: Where was that? 
 
Kirk Michealson: This is in Orlando, Florida. It’s where I work now.  When I started, 
I was doing training system analysis.  That was kind of interesting 
because we had just recently won a contract with the United 
Kingdom (UK) on training for all their propeller, rotary, and jet 
aircraft at six different bases.  I called this our training system 
analysis campaign model.  Based on training courses, it analyzes 
how many students graduate in a certain amount of time, with all 
the limitations (i.e., some of the training simulators were for one 
person at a time, some of the courses were for three or four 
students at a time, etc.).   
 
This training campaign model was built before I arrived.  After I 
arrived, the UK Ministry of Defence (MoD) would contact us and 
do some "what if" drills using the model.  We had five working 
days to answer the questions – they called us Monday mornings 
and we had to respond by Friday afternoons.  I built the process to 
do these what if drills, including the modeling and analysis, and 
ensured it made sense before we responded to the MoD. 
 
I was the only operations analyst at this LM facility, and after I 
was there for about a year, the internal analysis work basically 
stopped because the Program Managers (PMs) thought I was too 
senior.  They didn’t want to pay for someone at my level to do the 
work they could get junior personnel to complete at less pay.    
However, at about the same time, LM decided that OA was 
important, so they hired Rick Lewis who was the F-22 PM and an 
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Air Force retired two-star.  He took over as the executive sponsor 
for OA.   
 
Based on my career, because I had been a MORS President, and 
the fact that I’m an LM fellow for Operations Research Analysis 
(ORA), I was selected to be the lead for the company’s OA 
Workforce Development (OA WD) Project.  There’s about 360 
OAs in the company, and there’s only four LM Fellows for ORA–
and I’m one of the four. 
 
 In our OA WD Project, we had to first identify a success profile for 
an OA Practitioner at LM, i.e., what knowledge and skills, 
experiences, competencies and personal attributes are necessary to 
be a successful OA in the company.  Next we had to transition our 
success profile into a framework with definitions for basic learning 
level, intermediate learning level, and advanced learning level for 
each knowledge, skill, and experience in the success profile.  This 
included mapping what methods of learning (knowledge artifacts, 
education training programs, on-the-job training, mentoring) can 
help you achieve those learning levels.  From the OA Practitioner 
Framework we will conduct a training gap analysis to determine 
what training is missing.  Our Curriculum Development Team will 
coordinate revising current courses and developing new courses, as 
appropriate, as well as working with some schools and universities 
for degree programs and individual courses.  We have touched 
base with NPS for their OR, Cost Analysis, and Human System 
Integration degrees and certificates.  Next, we will develop career 
paths to become an OA Skill SME, e.g., a Decision Analysis SME, 
a Cost Analysis SME, a Statistical Analysis SME, etc.  We will 
then incorporate everything we have worked on in our internal 
training system. 
 
  In parallel, we’re also building a communication awareness and 
education campaign describing why the company needs OAs and 
how we complement, not replace, System Engineers.  The latter is 
important because LM is an engineering company with about 
25,000 System Engineers, but only about 360 OAs.   
 
 Besides doing this project, I was asked to be on our core team to 
develop our first corporate M&S strategy.  I am one of the business 
area representatives, and I was included as an M&S user, as an OA 
getting my perspective.  Additionally, while I was President of 
MORS, I was contacted to be on the National M&S strategy 
development team.  There are about 65 people from academia, 
government, industry and societies, working with Congressman 
Randy Forbes to help the Congressional M&S Caucus.  I am now 
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the official LM representative, too.  In 2012, we will be 
establishing the National M&S Coalition (NMSC) and I am on the 
initial Board of Trustees.  There is another OA on the Board of 
Trustees with me.  He is Fred Hartman, FS.     
 
Overall, I’ve been involved with OA and M&S throughout my 
career.  I really enjoy my current role and what I’ve been able to 
do for LM. 
 
Bill Dunn: You made a disparaging remark about Orlando earlier, that about 
the only good thing about Orlando was that’s where you met your 
wife, and now here you are back there again. 
 
Kirk Michealson: Let me correct myself.  I was transferred to Orlando to the Navy’s 
Nuclear Power School, but I eventually flunked out of the 
program.  Therefore, the only good thing about going to Orlando 
for that tour was finding my wife.  We just celebrated our 30
th
 
anniversary this year. 
 
Bill Dunn: Congratulations. 
 
Kirk Michealson: Thank you. 
 
Bob Sheldon: Let’s walk you through your MORS career.  When did you first get 
involved in MORS? 
 
Kirk Michealson: It was when I reported to N81 in 1994.  I was told I was signed up 
to be a co-chair for the Littoral Warfare & Regional Sea Control 
Working Group (WG) for the 63
rd
 MORS Symposium (MORSS).   
I had to ask what “MORS” was, since I had never heard of it.  I did 
a little planning, not much, but had to take over the WG on the 3
rd
 
day of the symposium because my chair, advisor and other co-
chairs had to leave to get back to work.  I became the WG Chair on 
Thursday of the 63
rd
 MORSS and kept it for the 64
th
 MORSS the 
following year at Fort Leavenworth, Kansas. 
 
 Since I was relatively new to MORS, I worked with the MORS 
Office to learn what my duties as a WG Chair were.  To help me, I 
developed a personal WG/CG (Composite Group) Notebook.  
Cynthia Kee in the MORS Office liked it so much, she asked me to 
generalize it so she could make copies for all the 40 WG and CG 
chairs. 
 
 In preparation for the 65
th
 MORSS, we were re-evaluating our WG 
structure.  I worked with Sue Iwanski, FS (deceased), on her Re-
engineering Committee.  We had six initial structures submitted 
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and we down-selected to two for the MORS Board and MORS 
Sponsors to vote on (I actually came up with both of the two that 
we down selected to).  I was also the Naval Warfare CG Chair for 
the 65
th
 MORSS.   
 
 Because I was a WG co-chair, WG Chair, CG Chair, and was on 
the Re-engineering Committee, I was elected to the Board the first 
time at the 65
th
 MORSS.  My first job on the Board was the 
Assistant Program Chair (now called Deputy Program Chair) for 
the 66
th
 MORSS.  However, the Program Chair, Pierce Johnson, 
was promoted to Admiral in the Navy Reserves and was recalled to 
active duty.  As a result of his Navy duties, he didn’t have much 
time for MORS.  Therefore, I basically ran the 66
th
 MORSS which 
was here at NPS 13 years ago.  I loved it.  Like what I did for the 
WG & CG Chairs, I developed a notebook for the Program Chair 
which was passed down year-to-year. 
 
 Currently, our planned Board rotation to be a Program Chair is 
Deputy WG/CG Coordinator to WG/CG Coordinator to Deputy 
Program Chair to Program Chair.  We did it a little “backwards” 
when I was on the Board the first time.  I went from Assistant 
Program Chair to WG/CG Coordinator for the 67
th
 MORSS.  
During this time, I sent monthly newsletters to the WG and CG 
Chairs with reminders of due dates, lessons learned from previous 
WG and CG Chairs, and information from our MORS 
Organization Manual (MOM).  I was the WG/CG Coordinator 
until May 1999 when I retired and accepted a job with Capital 
One.  Capital One would not support me going to the symposium 
or being on the Board, so I resigned from the MORS Board.  BG 
Mike McGinnis, USA (Ret), FS was my Deputy WG/CG 
coordinator and took over for me the last month of the MORS 
year.     
 
 I missed MORS while I was at Capital One – working on the 
Board, the people, the networks, etc.  I had to find something to fill 
up my time, so Capital One submitted my name to be on the Board 
of Directors for one of the local charities.  I was elected to the 
Richmond, Virginia Chapter for Habitat for Humanity Board of 
Directors.  We were one of the top 40 producers nationwide based 
on how many homes we built each year.  At the time, they were 
planning a blitz build to build four homes in five days and needed 
someone to coordinate volunteers and get all the committees to 
work together.  The duties sounded a lot like what I did as the 
Assistant Program Chair for the 66
th
 MORSS, so I mentioned that 
at a Habitat Board meeting.  I was unanimously elected to the 




 When the Construction Committee Chair left the Board, since I 
was already the Blitz Build Coordinator and on the Construction 
Committee, I was also named as the Construction Chair.  I was 
only on the Richmond Habitat Board for one year, but it was a 
great year.  Giving ceremonial keys to new, first-time homeowners 
is a very touching experience – one I will never forget.  Besides 
presenting keys to the homeowners of Capital One-sponsored 
homes, the most rewarding time for me was the week of the Blitz 
Build.  The local NBC affiliate was there filming us when we 
started on Monday morning and when we did the dedication on 
Saturday.   
 
 In December 2003, I was elected again to the MORS Board.  It 
was mid-year and the committee assignments were already 
published.  I wasn’t assigned to any committees.  The Vice 
President for Meeting Operations (VPMO) contacted me about 
creating a tutorial on “How to be a Successful WG Chair.” We 
already had a tutorial we presented at recent symposia, so I started 
with that.  I also reviewed the MOM and asked the Fellows and 
Past Presidents for any lessons learned.  The tutorial was 
completed in the spring of 2004 and it is still posted on the MORS 
website (after a few updates).  Also, in the spring of 2004, I was 
asked to lead the “Operations Analysis Support to Net-Centric 




 MORSS, the President asked me to take a look at our 
educational and professional development strategy.  From June 
2004 to June 2005 I researched what we were doing for education 
and designed a new strategy where MORS needed to go.  I 
established the Tutorials, Information, Professional Development, 
and School Interaction (TIPS) strategy that is still in the MOM.  
During this year, the student chapters were transferred from the 
Membership Committee to the Education and Professional 
Development Committee (part of the School Interaction).  During 
this year, I also created a tutorial for Special Meetings similar to 
the one I created for the Symposium WG Chairs titled, “How to 





 MORSS, the President learned that the individual that 
was going to be the Deputy Program Chair for the 74
th
 MORSS 
and Program Chair for the 75
th
 MORSS was accepted to go back 
and earn her PhD, so she had to resign from the Board.  Since I had 
the experience from my first time on the Board, I was assigned in 





MORSS, I stayed on for a second year as the Education and 
Professional Development Committee Chair to implement the 
strategy I designed during the previous year.  
 
 I was the Program Chair for the 75
th
 MORSS at the USNA, the 
same place I went to my first MORSS (the 63
rd
).  I was elected as 
the VPMO for the 76
th
 MORSS.  During this year, I also led the 
“Bringing Analytic Rigor to Warfighting Experimentation” 
Workshop.   
 
 After VPMO, I was elected President-Elect for the 77
th
 MORSS, 
was President for the 78
th
 MORSS, and Immediate Past President 
for the 79
th
 MORSS.  The big activity my year as President-Elect 
was working with the President, Mike Kwinn, FS disseminating 
the new five-year strategy for MORS.  One of the high points was 
changing MORS from a society for Military Analysis to a society 
for National Security Analysis.  Since I was most familiar with the 
MOM – recently I had made the most changes to the MOM and am 
jokingly called “Mr. MOM,” I rewrote most of the MOM 
incorporating the changes of the five-year plan.   
 
Bill Young: What is the MOM? 
 
Kirk Michealson: The MOM is the MORS Organizational Manual.  For the bylaws 
and the articles of incorporation, a majority Board vote is required 
to make changes.  However, for all the other chapters for the 
President, for the Vice Presidents, and for the Secretary – all of the 
Executive Council (EC) officers – changes can be made by the 
respective EC Officers after they brief the EC to see if there are 
any concerns.  Prior to the updates for the approved five-year 
strategy, I changed the VPMO chapter updating it with our focus 
sessions, our distributed WGs, and the recent lessons learned.  I 
also updated the education sub-section to incorporate the new 
Education and Professional Development Strategy.   I could 
“almost” quote the MOM, chapter and verse. 
 
Bob Sheldon: When was this? 
 
Kirk Michealson: It was three years ago.  I was President-Elect from 2008 to 2009.  
It was also a hard year.  I was glad I was President-Elect because 
my duties were a little bit lighter that year and Mike Kwinn, FS 
really covered for me, as the rest of the EC did.  I wasn’t around 
much because my mom had passed away.  I’m an only child, so I 
had to go back home quite often to take care of everything.  During 
the same year, my father-in-law caught pneumonia and went into a 
coma.  My wife, Sherrill, is also an only child, and she was going 
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to Orlando quite often to take care of her dad.  That year, Sherrill 
and I didn’t spend much time in Suffolk at all, because we were 
both taking care of our parents and their affairs.  
 
 Looking back on my President year (June 2009 to June 2010), you 
could almost laugh in hindsight, but it wasn’t very funny at the 
time.  I had a few good initiatives for my Presidential Platform, but 
I never had the opportunity to initiate them.  First, our government 
contract was supposed to be signed at the beginning of 2009, but it 
didn't get signed until October or November.  Over those 10 
months or so, our reserves went from around $400,000 down to 
around $13,000.  We were at the point that if the contract didn’t 
get signed soon, we would have to either close our doors or take a 
bank loan.  Our contact was approved and MORS stayed open. 
 
At the same time we were having problems getting our contract 
approved, the Joint Ethics Ruling (JER) was reinforced.  The JER 
provided guidance on the relationships for government civilian or 
active duty military to be on a non-profit board.  As a result, we 
had to analyze / work with each of the Judge Advocate Generals 
(JAGs) in the Services, DoD, and Joint Staff to learn each JAG’s 
interpretation of the JER.  Our goal was to ensure government 
civilians and active duty personnel could participate on the MORS 
Board, if they wanted.  We just had to work with each Service, 
DoD, and the Joint Staff separately.   
 
 After resolving the contract and JER reinforcement, I also had to 
oversee investigations into an ethics violation and a harassment 
violation.  My President year was probably my worst year on the 
MORS Board, if you could say that, even though it’s supposed to 
be one of your best.  It was a challenging year for me.  With all 
these problems, I actually did more mentorship than 
micromanagement with the EC.  As a result, it turned out to be one 
of our best years for MORS in meetings attendance, for total 
numbers.  I believe we had around 800 attendees for our special 
meetings overall through my MORS President year with around 
1200 for the annual symposium. 
 
 The beginning of my President year was totally different than the 
end of my year, believe me.  With the way the year started, I 
concentrated totally on just what we needed for the Society rather 
than what I wanted to bring personally to MORS. 
 
 During my Immediate Past President year, my main job was being 
the Nominating Committee Chair.  During that time I also tried 
something new for special meetings.  For our second Maritime 
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Domain Awareness workshop, I wanted to try to run it like our 
Education Colloquium.  We had each WG define a problem for 
their area and assigned a bulldog to each WG – instead of a 
synthesis group member.  The WGs would work on the problem, 
and offer recommendations how they would solve the problem.  
We didn't have a synthesis group; we had five bulldogs.  Two of 
the WGs did what we asked.  The rest conducted their time like we 
had a synthesis group, so there were a lot of lessons learned.  I 
believe if we did it again, I’d recommend having a synthesis group 
and bulldogs.  We still obtained a lot of good information for 
Maritime Domain Awareness.   
 
 Now that I’m officially off the MORS Board for the first time in 
many years, the current President, Trena Lilly, has asked me to be 
our volunteer coordinator for those that contact the MORS Office.  
I’ve updated the “Getting Involved in MORS,” and “Growing in 
MORS” articles I wrote a few years ago.  Paul LaPorte has 
incorporated the information into the new MORS web-site.   
 
 I was also involved with the recently completed Acquisition 
Special Meeting.  I was the co-chair for the Developmental 
Planning (DP) WG, because I am LM’s Representative for 
developmental planning and on the Industry Development 
Planning WG.  I am also briefing the results of my DP WG from 
the MORS special meeting at the NDIA (National Defense 
Industrial Association) Systems Engineering Division Conference 
that was a month after the MORS Workshop. 
 
 Trena also asked me to lead the MORS CEO Selection Committee.  
I coordinated the review of 38 candidates’ resumes, the down-
select for the on-site interviews, and the conduct of the interviews.  
The result was a unanimous recommendation to Trena for the next 
MORS CEO.  I don’t think Trena will let me go away.   
 
Bill Dunn: So you’re not fading away from MORS. 
 
Kirk Michealson: Probably not.  I love it too much!  You all have known me for how 
many years?  I love the people, I love supporting it.  MORS has 
probably been one of the big parts of my life for the last 17 years.  
It has been a big part of my life, as well as analysis.  Shoot, I’d do 
analysis to pick what movie we’re going to go to.  I’ll get out the 
“back of an envelope” and go through the OA process.  Yes, my 
kids call me weird.  I couldn't get any of them to take statistics in 




 No, I’m not going to go away from MORS, but I do volunteer 
elsewhere.  I volunteer with the Service Academies.  Jointly, they 
do a quarterly job fair, the Service Academy Career Conference 
(SACC).  Since I was a recruiter and I was a candidate at their 
SACCs, I’ve been volunteering with them since 2003.  I’ve been 
on all sides of the fence.  I can help out the candidates, and I can 
help the companies.   
 
Recently, I was approached by the head of the career services for 
the USNA Alumni Association, “Kirk, you’re about ready to roll 
off MORS, aren’t you?” “Yes.” I said.  He continued, “I have a 
couple of opportunities for you.”  I volunteered for both.  I 
submitted an application to be a Navy Blue and Gold Officer to 
help high school juniors and seniors work on their appointment for 
the USNA.  He also recommended that I get involved with the 
Orlando Alumni Association chapter.  They want me to 
reinvigorate it.  I said, “I already write monthly newsletters to my 
class, I’m sure I can just do a monthly newsletter to the alumni in 
the Orlando area.” 
 
 So I’ll still be around, but it may not be as visible as what I’ve 
been in recent years.   
 
Bill Dunn: Do you have any advice to incoming people about how to balance 
workload between volunteer work for MORS and career work in 
LM?  And keep it under 24 hours a day. 
 
Kirk Michealson: Yes, some people say I never sleep.  But I’m able to do many 
things at once.  It’s a passion.  For the Myers-Briggs test, believe it 
or not, I’m an introvert.  When I’m not “on” at work, I just want to 
go “recharge” by watching TV or something.  But while I watch 
TV, I do a lot of MORS stuff! 
 
 With the exception of Capital One, I’ve been very fortunate that 
my companies have supported me being involved with MORS.  As 
a matter of fact, when I came down to Orlando to work for LM 
here, they made a special overhead account that I could charge all 
my MORS time.  Additionally, they said, “Kirk, as an LM fellow, 
you’re supposed to get involved in your professional society, and 
you can’t get any more involved than being President.”  As a 
result, I was provided funds to pay for all my travel to go to all my 
special meetings and everything else as MORS President.  So I’ve 
been very lucky.   
 
I’ve done commercial OA now with Capital One, I’ve done 
government OA while working in the Pentagon, and I’ve done 
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defense contractor work for WBB and LM.  It’s the same tools and 
techniques; you just apply it to different things.   
 
I just try to balance my time.  First of all, you’ve got to see how 
much your company / management is willing to support.  Then, 
you have to find that right balance.  There are many people out 
there who would like to be more involved in MORS.  We need to 
mentor them and encourage their growth.  For example, I’ve been 
mentoring Steve Notarnicola for several years.  I met Steve at 
Capital One.  He saw what I was doing in MORS, how much fun I 
was having, and my leading by example.  As a result, he was 
elected to the MORS Board of Directors.   
 
Bob Sheldon: Any other parting shots? 
 
Kirk Michealson: I’ve tried to apply OA whenever I can – I just enjoy it.  I’m very 
thankful someone recommended that I select OA as my major at 
the USNA.  It changed my life.  As a result, I’ve been able to apply 
OA at almost every Navy job, sea or shore, and then since I’ve 
retired. 
 
 My involvement in MORS was/is very rewarding.  I’m not going 
to go away.  I’m at the peak of my career.  Not only am I an LM 
Fellow, but I’m guiding where the OAs in our company will go in 
the future, and couldn't be having more fun.  I tell people that I’m a 
“pig in mud” - just having a great time in life.  It started with the 
recommendation to select OA as a major at the USNA.  Everything 
else just fell into place over the years after that.   
 
Bill Young: When you entered the USNA, your main motivation was to get out 
of Illinois and see the world. 
 
Kirk Michealson: That was one of mine. 
 
Bill Young: When you retired and went into the private sector, one of the 
things that made you unhappy with your job was that you didn't 
have enough interaction with the military.  So clearly something 
changed in your life between the time you started looking for a 
career at the academy and when you actually retired.  You had no 
contact with any military people before you entered the academy, 
and throughout that period it became such a big part of your life 
that you were unhappy when you couldn't stay with it.   
 




Kirk Michealson: I liked the USNA because I wanted the education and didn't mind 
the five-year commitment.  I had a rocky career.  I started by 
flunking out of the Nuclear Power program, and then really got 
into the surface Navy – even though they were eating their young 
at the time.  However, during these times, I found my niche; I 
found my personality – a driven personality.  Engineering is very 
administrative.  I don’t know if I’m a natural, but I really enjoy 
doing a lot of admin, a lot of programs, and leading a lot of things.   
 
 There were a lot of people in the Navy, and of those, there were a 
lot of people like me.  Where in my hometown, out of the about 
100 of us in my class, only 10 left town and maybe not all of those 
went to college – not many people were like me.  It was a different 
environment for me growing up than people from cities.  My 
hometown was surrounded by cornfields and only had one stop 
light when I lived there.   
 
 When I got in the Pentagon, I was like a “deer in the headlights.”   
When I arrived in N81, I had never seen advanced computers 
before.  Our computers on my ships had old software packages.  
The Pentagon had the Microsoft products, so I had to teach myself 
how to use them.  Also, I was the type of individual that if 
somebody was in the Pentagon, I didn't want to get them on the 
phone.  I went to their office to see them.  The Pentagon was a 
place where everyone played, “I’ve got a secret.”  But, while I was 
in the Pentagon, I would give information first before getting it – 
to start a relationship.  I would build a relationship, and many liked 
that.  After I became familiar in that environment, I was 
comfortable.   
 
 Even though the Navy and the military is where I feel the most 
comfortable, my wife says that I learned one thing while at Capital 
One.  I became more social.  I used to always work at my desk, 
never get lunch, and work through lunch.  But at Capital One, I 
would go to lunch and do events with my teammates.      
 
 I entered the military and found a lot of people that were like me.  I 
went to Capital One and there were not a lot of people like me, 
with Steve Notarnicola being a notable exception.  Both of us are 
hard workers and neither one of us were promoted.  When I came 
back to the defense industry with WBB and LM, I liked the culture 
and the environment. 
 
 And I realized that I was a defense analyst; I wasn’t a commercial 
analyst.  I don’t think there’s anything in my career I would have 
done differently.  Even though I call it my “sabbatical” going to 
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Capital One for three years, I grew while I was there and am now 
able to be a better team member – coming into areas where I didn't 
know, where I could sit and listen and help learn.   
 
I was also able to get back involved with MORS.  I love MORS, 
but when handing a set of ceremonial keys to a first-time 
homeowner in Habitat for Humanity and they grab you and start 
crying – there’s just nothing like that experience.  As a result, my 
time away from the defense arena helped a lot, and I believe it 
helped make me the person I am today.   
 
A follow-up interview was conducted June 21, 2016. 
 
Bob Sheldon: We finished your previous interview 20 June 2011 at NPS, so let's 
discuss what's happened since then.  How about your daytime job 
from 2011 until the present? 
 
Kirk Michealson: In my original interview, my last job was the Operations Analysis 
(OA) Workforce Development Lead for Lockheed Martin (LM) 
determining the necessary skills, experience, and training to be a 
successful OA at LM.  In November 2012, I “got caught” in the 
first round of sequestration downsizing and took early retirement 
from LM.  After 18 months, I formed my own one-person 
consulting company, Tackle Solutions LLC, for OA, project 
management, six sigma, and training.   
 
Since then, I have had two jobs.  The first is working 30-35 hours a 
month as a contractor for one of my former managers 
implementing the MORS Affordability Analysis (AA) process at 
LM. The other is being an adjunct professor for the University of 
Arkansas’ Master of Science in Operations Management 
coordinated by MORS Fellow Greg Parnell.  Currently, I teach the 
pre-requisite “Introduction to Decision Models in Operations 
Management” course, which is basically an intro to Excel tailored 
to the Operations Management curriculum.  This fall I will also 
start teaching their “Decision Models” course and next year their 
“Introduction to Analytics” course. 
 
Bill Dunn: What have you done for MORS since 2011? 
 
Kirk Michealson: I had to laugh when I read what I said about my future MORS in 
my original interview – “I may not be as visible in MORS in the 
future.”  Now that I’m not on the MORS Board anymore, I believe 




In my original interview, the last thing I did for MORS was the 
Development Planning WG co-chair for the “Risk, Trade-Space, 
and Analytics in Acquisition” Workshop in September 2011.  I 
took the results from our workshop and briefed in the Development 
Planning track at the Systems Engineering Conference in October 
2011.  One of our findings was that AA was ill-defined.  After my 
briefing, members of the NDIA Systems Engineering Division 
(SE) and the International Council on Systems Engineering 
(INCOSE) Affordability Working Groups came to me and said 
they had defined affordability from their organization’s 
perspective, but needed MORS help in defining AA.  I submitted a 
concept paper for a workshop and the rest was history.   
 
With MORS leadership’s approval, I led a 4-day workshop on 
“Affordability Analysis:  How Do We Do It?” in October 2012.  It 
was a joint effort among MORS, NDIA SE Division, INCOSE, 
and the International Cost Estimating and Analysis Association 
(ICEAA) professional societies with over 150 participants from 
government, industry, academia, Federally Funded Research and 
Development Centers (FFRDCs), University Associated Research 
Centers (UARCs), and international.  The government keynote 
speaker was Ms. Katrina McFarland (ASD-Acquisition) and the 
plenary panel had the government leads for cost analysis from the 
Cost Analysis Improvement Group (CAIG), affordability from 
OSD(ATL), Joint Capabilities Integration Development System 
/Capabilities Based Assessment (JCIDS/CBA) from J-8, Analysis 
of Alternatives (AoAs) from the USAF, and the Affordability WG 
Leads from NDIA & INCOSE.  For MORS members, the final 
leadership brief and the final report are available in the MORS 
Special Meeting Repository (http://www.mors.org/Events/Special-
Meetings/Reports-Outbriefs).   
 
After final results were briefed, the DoD and MORS leadership 
gave me four next steps: 1) Form a team to keep working the AA 
issues; 2) Finish the research that couldn’t be completed in the 3-
day October 2012 Workshop and answer the DoD / MORS 
leadership questions; 3) Develop an AA “How To” Manual / 
Process / Guide; and 4) Test the AA Process on a Pilot Project. 
 
The first product is an AA 10-hour, 1.0 Continuing Education Unit 
(CEU) course titled, “An Affordability Analysis Approach to 
Maximize Value Across the Life Cycle.”  This is a MORS-owned 
course developed by MORS volunteers from the MORS AA 
Community of Practice (CoP).  The MORS Continuing Education 
Committee plans to present the course periodically.  After the 84th 
MORSS, plans are to present it again in the DC area in January 
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2017.  The next step is MORS working with INCOSE to develop 
webinars. 
 
The MORS AA CoP also recently worked with the Practical 
Software & Systems Measurement User’s Group to be an Industry 
Marketing Partner like NDIA, INCOSE & ICEAA, and to develop 
an AA measurement framework.  The MORS AA CoP will be 
busy at the 84th MORSS, presenting tutorials and briefings 
throughout the symposium. 
 
Finally, the INCOSE Executive Committee had requested a book, 
Trade-off Analytics: Creating and Exploring the System 
Tradespace, be created.  Greg Parnell, FS, was the editor and 
reached out to several practitioners and academicians to either 
develop or review the chapters.  I was asked to contribute a section 
on AA.  Wiley is scheduled to publish the book in October or 
November 2016.   
 
In addition to the MORS AA CoP, I have contributed to MORS in 
other areas. 
 
Continuing Education (CE):  I was the MORS CE co-chair with 
Trena Lilly, FS during the MORS Year 2013-2014.  We conducted 
the Continuing Education Survey which led to the current CE 
strategy of CEU Courses and OR Practitioner Courses. 
 
Annual Symposium:  The last two years I have updated and 
presented my symposium training to the CG/WG/DWG Key 
Leaders for the Program Chairs.  In addition, the 84th MORSS was 
the first symposium for abstract submitters to request presentation 
development mentoring.  80 presenters requested mentoring.  I 
reached out to the MORS Fellows, Past Presidents, Board 
Members, CG/WG/DWG Advisors, and CoP Chairs / co-chairs, 
and in just under a week, all presenters had mentors assigned.   
 
Special Meetings:  In the MORS Year 2014-2015, I was a member 
of Jim Bexfield’s Special Meeting Subcommittee.  I helped 
redesign the special meeting concept paper, update the special 
meeting timeline, and design what would be on the new MORS 
website for special meetings.  On the web, we would have two 
special meeting repositories: (1) Meeting Summaries – a 1-2 page 
overview of the meeting available to MORS members and non-
members, and (2) Meeting Repository with special meeting final 
reports, leadership briefs, Synthesis Group & Working Group 
outbriefs, and other meeting files.  After the subcommittee 
completed their work, I stayed on with the MORS Office to contact 
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the Special Meeting leadership for the over 100 meetings held 
between 1985 and 2015.  I collected their reports, formatted them, 
and uploaded them to the MORS Meeting Repository.  I also 
created about half of the 100 Meeting Summaries and uploaded all 
of them, too.   
 
Phalanx magazine:  In addition to uploading the meeting 
summaries and meeting reports, I also uploaded the first 40 years 
of Phalanx issues in the Phalanx repository on the MORS website.  
I also used these issues to help develop many of the meeting 
summaries mentioned earlier.  
 
Mission Analysis / Mission Engineering (MA / ME): OSD(ATL) 
reached out to the Services to discuss a new concept called 
Mission Engineering.  INCOSE and NDIA SE Division believed 
Industry could offer insights in this area and reached out to MORS, 
the Aerospace Industries Association (AIA), and the American 
Institute of Aeronautics & Astronautics (AIAA) to form a small 
team to study this quick-turnaround project.  Two MORSians were 
selected and approved by the MORS President Tom Denesia:  
Greg Parnell, FS, was the study team lead and I was the Survey 
Team / Brief Development lead.  The results were presented in 
May 2016 and were well received.  Greg and I will brief the results 
in WG 25 Analysis of Alternatives at the 84th MORSS. 
 
So you can see why I had to laugh when I read what I said about 
my future MORS in my original interview – “I may not be as 
visible in MORS in the future.”     
 
Bill Dunn: Comment about being elected a MORS Fellow.  What Fellow-type 
duties or actions have you undertaken? 
 
Kirk Michealson: It has been an honor to be selected as a MORS Fellow.  I am 
humbled to be in such a group.  Since I became a Fellow in 2013, I 
guess you could say some of the work I discussed previously that I 
did for MORS was “easier” to accomplish as a Fellow (i.e., more 
folks respond to Fellows – title recognition).  Some of that could 
be: Getting all the documents from past special meeting leadership 
to be able to format and upload on the MORS website; a lot of my 
MORS AA CoP work externally; being selected to be on the 
Industry MA / ME Team; being asked to contribute to Greg 
Parnell’s Trade Study book; and obtaining 80 presentation mentors 




Plus, as you know, I review oral histories when you request 
reviews.  But, you know I would do it anyway.  Some say I have 
the inability to say “no” to MORS requests.   
 
 Bob Sheldon: You were selected for the MORS Thomas Award in 2014.  What 
are your thoughts on that? 
 
Kirk Michealson: I was totally surprised.  Yes, I wanted to be the MORS President 
and I hoped to be a MORS Fellow, but to be selected for the 
Clayton Thomas Award – I was even more humbled than being 
selected a Fellow.  When MORS President Steve Riese notified 
me, he said this was the first time I was speechless in any 
communications with him.  I really didn’t know what to say.   
 
To be honored with this award is very special.  I know not as much 
as you, Bob, since Clayton was one of your mentors, but because I 
knew Clay it was even more special.  The first time I was on the 
Board, Program Chair Pierce Johnson asked me as the Assistant 
Program Chair to update the Executive Council on the 66th 
MORSS preparations; then, since I was in OSD (PA&E), when 
Jackie Henningsen, FS, was the MORS Sponsor Rep and couldn’t 
make the meeting, she asked me to fill in.  During these two times, 
I got to meet Clay.  I can only imagine your relationship, Bob.  
What a phenomenal MORSian and operations research analyst. 
 
The plaque hangs proudly in my new home office with my Fellows 
plaque. 
 
Bill Dunn: What is keeping you busy these days? 
 
Kirk Michealson: We recently moved back to Chesapeake, Virginia and we are about 
five minutes from my son and his family.  We learned after we 
decided to move that our youngest grandson (4 years old) was 
diagnosed with mild autism.  My wife is able to take him to his 
daily therapy so my son and daughter-in-law don’t have to take off 
work.  I help her when I can and not busy with my MORS 
activities, working part-time back with LM, and teaching for Greg 
Parnell, FS, with the online courses (in fact, I had midterms 
scheduled during the week of the 84th MORSS).  For the 
University of Arkansas, I am also leading the effort to redesign the 
Excel course and have developed a 7-module time management 
course for the students.  That takes up most of my time. 
 
When I lived in Orlando during my initial interview, I also 
volunteered for the USNA Alumni Association, being the Orlando 
Chapter President, being a Blue & Gold Officer helping high 
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school students with their applications to USNA, and supporting 
the quarterly Service Academy Career Conferences (SACCs – job 
fairs for Service Academy grads).  Since moving to Virginia, I am 
no longer the chapter president or a Blue and Gold Officer.  
However, I still support the SACCs and am now giving the brief 
on “How to Work the SACC Job Fair” to candidates the night 
before the conference. 
 
Bill Dunn: What are your future plans and ambitions? 
 
Kirk Michealson: Getting through the 84th MORSS with eight presentations (1 10-
hour CEU Course, 2 90-minute special sessions, and 5 CG/WG 
presentations) and grading my Excel course midterms the same 
week (laughing)!   
 
Honestly, I see myself supporting Greg Parnell, FS, in his 
University of Arkansas master’s program.  My LM work is 
decreasing, but my teaching work is increasing.  I don’t mind that 
at all.  Also, since we have moved back to Virginia to be near our 
family, I see me “slowing down” and doing more with my family.   
 
Of course after stating all this, with MORS – who knows?  I have a 
problem with saying “no”! 
